Introduction
Domination in graphs has been a subject of much study in recent years. Indeed, the book by Haynes et al. [6] is entirely devoted to this area. A survey of domination in digraphs is given in [2] . Our primary objective is to study the sum of the outdomination and in-domination numbers of a digraph.
A digraph D is a nonempty finite set V of elements called vertices together with it collection E of ordered pairs of distinct vertices called arcs. An oriented graph is a digraph with no symmetric pairs of arcs. Equivalently, an oriented graph is a digraph that can be obtained from a graph G by assigning one orientation to each edge of G. 
Also, a vertex with in-degree 0 belongs to every out-dominating set and a vertex with out-degree 0 belongs to every in-dominating set.
The sum of the out-domination and in-domination numbers of digraphs
Our main theorem is an inequality which will first be proved in a special case. The 
Proof. It suffices to verify the result for oriented trees since if T is a spanning oriented tree of a connected digraph D, then "I+(D) ~<7+(T) and 7 (D)~<7-(T) . Thus if't+(T)+

7-(T)<~4n/3, then 7+(D) + 7-(D)<<.4n/3.
We now show by induction on n that ~, (T)+,, (T)<~4n/3 for every oriented tree of order n ~> 2. For n = 2, the result follows from Lemma 2.1. Assume then for all oriented trees T' of order k, where 2<<,k<n and n~>3, that 7~(T ') + 7-(T')<~4k/3, and let T be an oriented tree of order n. If T is an oriented star, then it follows by Lemma 2.1 that ,'-(T)+ 7 (T)<~4n/3. Hence, we may assume that T is not an oriented star.
Therefore, T contains an arc whose deletion results in two nontrivial oriented trees T and ~. It now follows from the induction hypothesis that/-(Ti) ÷ 7 ( 7", ) ~< 4! V( iv, )]/3 for i= 1,2 and from (1) that
;,~(T) + T (T)<~4]V(TI)[/3+41V(T~_)[/3=4n/3. ~
There is an immediate consequence of Theorem 2.2. 
7+(D)=7 (D)=2k; soT+(D)+'/ (D)=4k--4n/3.
Conversely, let D be a connected digraph of order n ~>2 for which .,-(D)+ 7 (D)=-4n/3. We show that (1), (2), or (3) holds. By hypothesis, n is a multiple of 3. For n = 3, we see that D = (~3 or D = fi3-Hence we may take n as a multiple of 3 and n ~> 6. 
First, we observe that if Di is a subdigraph of D and D2 = D V(D~ ), and if neither Di nor D2 has isolates, then (1) and Corollary 2.3 give
T+(D)+ ,, (D) <~'/+(D1)+ ;, (DI)+ T+(D2)+ T (D2)
<~
